Detection methods of microsphere based single-step bioaffinity and in vitro diagnostics assays.
Microspheres provide a solid phase substrate for bioaffinity binding similar to the walls of traditional test tubes and the wells of microtiter plates. The coated microsphere concentrates analyte molecules in the reaction volume on its surface. When the bioaffinity binding reaction has reached an equilibrium, the local concentration of the analyte in close proximity of the microsphere is orders of magnitude higher than the concentration of the analyte in the total reaction volume. The preparation and quality control of microspheres coated with bioactive material is less costly and labour intensive when compared to test tube or microwell plate coating procedures. In addition, the cost for logistics and transportation of microsphere reagents is lower than that of coated tubes or plates. Moreover, microspheres can be easily used in miniaturised assay formats and several different detection schemes can be employed in the measurement of microsphere-based assays. Several different types of microspheres are commercially available. The microspheres can be manufactured in different sizes from many materials, such as polystyrene, acrylate, and glass. The surface of the microspheres can be activated to enable covalent binding of biomolecules. Further, the microspheres may contain internal fluorochrome or magnetic material, for identification or separation purposes. In this paper we review different assay formats for single-step measurement of bioaffinity assays employing microspheres. The term single-step is used to describe assays where all reagents and the sample are mixed, incubated and measured without separate washing steps.